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Owning a study or a library with limited edition books is a prized possession that some people
dream of. In fact, it is a status symbol and something that a father would like to leave behind for his
son and the generations to come. An as grand as it sounds it is also a big investment of both time
and money when one decides to build a library for himself. While it is important to buy books for the
study or the library, it is equally necessary to pay keen attention on giving this prized space of yours
the much deserved look and feel. Donâ€™t worry itâ€™s not as difficult as it sounds. All you need to do is
choose the right colour and right fit when it comes to buying furniture and accessorizing the room.
And weâ€™ll tell you how you can do that.

The book keeping shelf or the chest is the first thing you choose. Our recommendation is that you
go for postforming laminates for the chest. The advantage of using postforming laminates is that it
comes in extremely malleable quality thereby bending and turning at all the angles in just the right
way without leaving and ugly patches.Postforming laminates have high finishing value and are so
smooth that your book shelf will look extremely classy and complete.

The next thing to do would be to choose the right colour for the room. Our suggestion is go for the
dark. You can choose from walnut, wenge or a grey cobble combination for the walls of your study.
If you choose walnut laminates for the walls of your study then use silver lamp coloured lampshades
that would compliment it further. Another advantage of using walnut laminates for the walls is that
walnut laminates come in high abrasion resistant quality so that you can be rest assured about your
kids scratching the wall and leaving ghastly scars on them.

Now comes the turn of the tables and chairs for your study. Comfortable seating is very important
especially for people who love to recline back in a couch or chair and enjoy their reading. Our
suggestion is to go for composite laminates.Composite laminate are laminate blocks that are formed
by layering of laminates films together. These block come in specific shapes and sizes and can be
easily used in the chairs and tables of your study. The advantage of using composite laminates is
that they are very sturdy and trendy at the same time and hence are an apt fit for your study. After
all you wouldnâ€™t wan to sit on rickety chairs that may crash any moment.

So here you are with some tips and techniques that will surely help you when planning to do up your
study or library in a trendy way.
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Smith - About Author:
Greenlam is Asiaâ€™s best laminate solution provider. At Greenlam, sustainability combines with
aesthetics to provide creative laminate solutions like a walnut laminates,a Postforming laminates,a
Composite laminate etc. Greenlam laminates are sturdy and eco-friendly.
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